The information in Part IV and Part V will be provided to the membership.
Name: Barbara Roberts

Position you are seeking: President

Part IV. BIO
Briefly provide information on your background and items that you want the membership to know.
In late 1998 I transitioned from being a human services provider to working in grant
development. Since then I have worked in grants in three states and in health care; higher
education; arts and culture; advocacy; human services; environment; legal services; and
faith-based. I am employed but also consult both for fee and pro bono. My training includes
Compression Planning® from the McNellis Compression Planning® Institute in Pittsburg, PA. I
have applied successfully for private and corporate foundation, and local, state, and federal
grants. My skills encompass establishing and implementing grant development processes, such
as defining grant plans, writing applications/letters, providing cultivation and stewardship, project
development and management, and reporting. My membership in GPA began in 2007, when I
joined and immediately began working as co-editor of the Journal of the GPA, which we
transformed to a peer-reviewed professional publication. In 2011, we received the President’s
Award “For Outstanding and Continued Support of the Grant Professionals Association.” In
2012, the GPA Board asked me to chair a committee to develop a white paper (the GPA
Strategy Paper) and then to chair the publications committee, as I have done since 2013. The
committee now includes the Journal, the Strategy Papers, and the Grant News Weekly.

Part V. Statement of Interest (specific to the position you are seeking)
Please detail your reasons for seeking board membership specific to the position you are seeking. What
expertise and experience will you bring to the Board of Directors? Include any specific goals you have for
your participation on the board.
Many years of involvement and leadership in the GPA, along with membership in three different chapters, have
prepared me well to be president of the AZ Founding Chapter. Mirroring one of the intentions of the Board of the
GPA, my vision is to increase the number of members who are active in the chapter, benefiting from chapter
activities, and becoming beneficiaries of and contributors to the grant profession. One of my initial goals will be to
meet with board members and listen to their interests, but I also what to discover the needs and ideas of the
general membership, some long-term, some new, and some who have fallen away. Using that knowledge, the
board and I will consider changes we can implement to minimize stress on individual board members and to
maximize member participation on the membership, program, and marketing committees, mimicking efforts at the
national level to expand involvement of members. We will also encourage members to feel more connected to the
GPA by taking part in GPA opportunities such as GrantZone, the GPA publications, and special interest groups
(SIGs). Additionally, I will recommend to the board that we methodically integrate the GPC Competencies into the
educational offerings at monthly workshops and regional conferences. Increasing member participation in the
chapter and in GPA, itself, and emphasizing the GPC Competencies will support members as they seek GPC
certification and advancement in their careers. Along that same line of thinking, I would like to see the chapter
sponsor more scholarships or partial scholarships for memberships, conference attendance, and GPC
examinations. These activities in the first six months of 2018 will undoubtedly stimulate more good ideas for the
chapter, building energy for GPA AZ and the grant profession in Arizona.

Please return this completed questionnaire to the 2017 GPA AZ Nominating Committee no later
than 5:00 PM AZ time Friday, December 1 at GPAAZ2017nominations@gmail.com.

